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NAGC Gifted Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, & Questioning

MISSION
We dedicate ourselves to
NAGC’s openness, its support
of marginalized groups, and its
broad perspective. The
Network will be broadly open
to parents, educators, other
professionals, and community
leaders who stand behind
gifted GLBTQ students, as
these youth strive to do their
best in a sometimes less-thanaccepting world. Each day, we
will embody NAGC’s ongoing
development of policies and
practices that back widelyvaried marginalized groups.
Like NAGC, we also will
encourage research, staff
development, advocacy,
communication, and
collaborative efforts on behalf
of our gifted GLBTQ youth,
other high-potential students,
and the youth whom our
students encounter.
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NAGC’S HISTORICAL STANCE ON GLBT ISSUES

“GLBT youth may be placed in social -emotional double jeopardy. They may not only
feel different from other youth because of their gifts, but they may also feel isolated
due to their sexual identities. These young people may experience unusually high
rates of verbal and physical harassment, substance abuse, sexually -transmitted
diseases, homelessness, and differential access to school services that can contribute
to substantial problems, such as dropping out of school, contemplation and
completion of suicide, and many other by -products of social alienation” (NAGC, 2001).

Terry Friedrichs, Ph.D., Ed.D., Chair, NAGC GLBTQ Network

Dear NAGC GLBTQ Members,
We hope that you enjoy our current network newsletter, devoted to organizational and
institutional progress, to which we all need to be dedicated so that gifted GLBTQ students and
their supporters progress.
In this issue, please read about a new Network member, Mary Grace Stewart, who is
expanding NAGC’s consciousness on gifted transgender issues (page 2). Learn how our
network is striving to make NAGC more responsive to the needs of its GLBTQ members and
supporters, in light of NAGC’s selection of Charlotte (with its state’s recent anti-GLBT laws) as
the organization’s 2017 convention site (page 2). Find out about our group’s record seven
sessions, which we hope you will explore to open GLBTQ consciousness at your own school
(page 5). Consider attending the Network’s Thursday evening Orlando conference memorial,
honoring GLBTQ people who have made Orlando and other communities stronger, and
encouraging our communities to better protect these kind and outstanding citizens (page 4).
Discover the facilitating legal factors -- and continuing legal barriers -- to serving gifted GLBTQ
youth better in all schools (page 5). And, in the conclusion to Merzilli Villanueva’s Fall 2015
article, explore an outstanding program in Florida that has long supported outstanding artistic
performance and sexual-orientation and gender-identity diversity (page 17).
All in all, we hope that you are challenged by the continuing obstacles to gifted GLBTQ
progress, and are ultimately inspired to action by the substantial openings that our fellow
advocates have achieved and are achieving. We look forward to working with you toward more
progress as a network in Orlando!
- Terry Friedrichs
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The NAGC GLBTQ Network recently held
elections and selected PJ Sedillo as your
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The Network will also be holding elections for these following positions to be
filled:

Laws on Gifted GLBTQ
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Communication Officer | Advocacy Chair | Social Secretary

GLBTQ Arts
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Be part of this exciting group of individuals who support practices of equitable,
sensitive treatment of GLBTQ youth and who recommend that educators
demonstrate equity and understanding toward gifted GLBTQ students in their
schools! Ask

for more information through tpfriedrichs56@gmail.com.

Dr. PJ Sedillo, Chair-Elect

NAGC GLBTQ NETWORK
ELECTED BOARD AND HIGHLIGHTED MEMBERS
MARY GRACE
STEWART

My connection with the
GLBTQ-and-gifted world has been
a lifelong journey. My dad was a
professor of human sexuality, so
I’ve always understood that
sexuality and gender were on
continuua. In1978, I started
supporting talent development as
an art teacher. In 1991, my firstborn began reading before age
one, and I knew I needed more
knowledge about giftedness. So, I
studied gifted education at the
University of CT becoming a fulltime G/T teacher in CT from
1998 to the present.
Much to my surprise, in 2015,
my second child came out as
transgender (MtF). Currently, I’m
developing my “rainbow
perspective” on life and am
especially learning about
transgender people. The change
process is admittedly confusing
and, at times, heart-wrenching.
However, it's a process that we as
parents embrace because we love
and respect both of our children
deeply. The process has also
brought me closer to others
working their way up the same
learning curve. I ’m honored that I
will be presenting the honest and
open journeys, as part of this fall’s
NAGC convention, of my adult
daughter and of an FtM boy in my
school who are both gifted and
transgender. As my dad found, it’s
through sharing that we find
understanding.
To share and to spread further
understanding, I also helped with
our GLBTQ Network’s NAGC
Conference preparations,
especially its planning on possible
network responses to North
Carolina’s (NC’s) law pertaining
to transgender people. As a
parent, I am hurt by NC
pronouncements that become
even more inappropriate as time
goes on. As a person, I am
outraged by their ignorance and
bigotry. And, as an educator, I
know I need to inform those who
don’t know. I hope to educate,
both for knowledge and justice,
during the NAGC’s 2017
Charlotte Conference. Please join
me!
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YOUR
SOCIAL SECRETARY
Sue Fischer
DI Service Learning ACM
DI Training
Johns Hopkins Gifted Coordinator

The social committee plans several
activities for the organization
throughout the year. At the annual
NAGC convention, our network has
a business meeting that the social
committee plans. We make the
meeting interesting enough for
people to want to attend.
Also, at the NAGC convention, we
plan a social event open to any and
all who would like to attend. This
past year, it was a Drag Queen Bingo
and Cabaret, featuring the Phoenix
Drag Community, a local high school
GSA, and our very own Fontana
DeVine.
Anyone who would like to help plan
any of this year’s events is welcome
to contribute time and/or ideas!
Please contact Sue Fischer at
suefischer1@comcast.net.

YOUR
ADVOCACY LIAISON
Teresa Ryan Manzella
It's been a busy time of submitting proposals

and countering ill-informed posts in social
media regarding trans people and bathrooms.
On the good side, I will be part of three
sessions (one as sole presenter) at this year's
NAGC Convention in Orlando. One of these is
entitled, "Allies in Education: How Educators
Can Spark Engagement in Underserved
Populations of Gifted GLBTQ Youth." I hope to
connect with lots of educators on this issue.
Visibility in the curriculum is a critical issue for
reaching diverse populations, and teachers need
ideas for accomplishing this. On the challenging
side, I have been working on blog posts to
attempt to inform a wide range of readers
regarding the elements of fear and hatred that
are manifesting themselves in recent legislative
initiatives. In addition to working on chapters
for Terry Friedrichs,’ Bob Seney’s, and my
upcoming NAGC Fastback on gifted GLBTQ
students, I'm also helping to build the NAGC
Diversity Committee's toolbox. This will be an
electronic repository for educators to use to
find resources for working with gifted GLBTQ
students in their schools. This connection to
other diversity-centered professionals within
NAGC will, in turn, create greater visibility for
our network and for the gender/sexual minority
students whom we serve. This informational
repository is a work in progress, but it will
develop into something that I hope educators
will find very helpful.

YOUR
COMMUNICATION OFFICER

Dr. PJ Sedillo
Assistant Professor—NMHU
Dr. PJ Sedillo is proud to be part of
the board as your communications
officer, especially since we have
gained network status from NAGC.
This opportunity will help assist our
group to grow productively and
positively into the future.
I have been working very hard to
produce quality newsletters for our
previous SIG and, now, for our
fabulous GLBTQ Network.
However, I need your assistance to
make this newsletter even better. I
need you to submit articles and to
make any suggestions for what you
want to see in your newsletter.
I also hope to meet the members
of our network at our next
conference at beautiful Disney.
Make sure you attend the moving
Pulse Nightclub Memorial and
Fundraiser in Orlando! Please stop
by and say hello! See you soon.

2017 NAGC GLBTQ Membership Voting on Charlotte
Conference Site
Dear NAGC-GLBTQ Network Members,
After a long period of thoughtful consideration, our NAGC GLBTQ Executive Board
(Chair, Communications Officer, Advocacy Chair, and Social Secretary) and two
additional Network volunteers put together a ballot in Spring 2016. The ballot
HIGHLIGHTED STORY
responded to NAGC’s continuing decision to hold its 2017 Conference in Charlotte, even
after the North Carolina passed its HB-2 Law. This April law rescinded gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender rights in the state and
mandated the restrooms that transgender citizens must use.
Our network members completed the committee’s ballot this summer. Compared to other similar such elections in NAGC Networks,
we had a high response rate (about 20%, compared to the usual 10%-15% rate). The results showed the following percentages, in each
of the four overall action categories from which respondents could choose:





Stay home from Charlotte: 14%
Attend Charlotte Conference to Educate and Enlighten: 67%
Hold Another, Smaller Convention, Just on Gifted GLBTQ Youth: 14%
Attend the Conference, Doing Nothing Special to Object: 5%

The Drop-down Menu, which required 50% for GLBTQ Network endorsement of any action, showed these percentages for those who
voted for the favored option, “Educating and Enlightening”:
Enlighten attendees through flyers and through and issues-education center at the convention center: 71%
Enlighten attendees in line with other NAGC networks and with other NAGC GLBTQ-supportive groups: 83%
NAGC should educate attendees in Charlotte on the North Carolina law and should officially add gender identity to NAGC’s originally
protected groups: 56%
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A Message from your Chair-Elect, PJ Sedillo
I want to thank all of you who have provided me the opportunity to serve you as your next President for the
NAGC/GLBTQ Network. As your Chair-Elect, I will work diligently with current President, Terry Friedrichs, to
learn about our history and about how we can progress positively into the future. As a Network member and
then Communications Chair, I have produced two newsletters each year. Producing newsletters has been a great
way to reach, with gifted GLBTQ information, many of our members as well as other individuals searching the
web.
I have also had the opportunity to produce two quality events that have portrayed our GLBTQ Network in a
positive light. Our two Drag Queen Bingo events, held on the Friday night of the NAGC conferences in Baltimore
and Phoenix, saw over 200 NAGC attendees’ having fun, winning prizes, experiencing entertainment, and
supporting local Gay/Straight Alliances. The events raised over $1000.00 given to these school clubs.
Again, I thank you for the opportunity to be your next President. I look forward to taking our GLBTQ Network forward as a thriving,
productive, and “electrifying” group, just like the light parade at Disneyland! See you in November in Orlando!
Pridefully yours,
Dr. PJ Sedillo, Chair-Elect, NAGC/GLBTQ Network

Violence Against Queer People
Race Class, Gender, and the Persistence of Anti-LGBTQ Discrimination
Violence against lesbians and gay men has increasingly captured media and
scholarly attention. But these reports tend to focus on one segment of the
LGBTQ community -- white, middle-class men -- and largely ignore that part of
the community that arguably suffers a larger share of the violence -- racial
minorities, the poor, and women. In Violence against Queer People, (Rutgers, NJ:
Rutgers University Press 2015), sociologist Doug Meyer offers the first major
investigation of anti-queer violence that focuses on the role played by race, class,
and gender. Many feel that the struggle for gay rights has largely been
accomplished and that the tide of history has swung in favor of LGBTQ equality. Violence against Queer People, on
the contrary, argues that the lives of many LGBTQ people -- particularly of the most vulnerable -- have improved
very little if at all over the past thirty years.
ISBN-10: 0-8135-7315-7 / ISBN-13: 978-0-8135-7315-1

NAGC GLBTQ CONFERENCE WORKSHOPS
REGISTER AT:
http://www.nagc.org/professional-learning/nagc-63rd-annual-convention

Friday 11/4/2016
9:15 AM: Princes in Tiaras, Princess
Charmings, and Fairy Godfathers:
Examining Media Influences on the
Holistic Development of GLBTQ Gifted
Youth. Located in Coronado B and
presented by Merzili Villanueva,
Doctoral Candidate in Gifted
Education, University of CT; Terence P.
Friedrichs, Director, Friedrichs
Education (MN); Teresa R. Manzella,
Director, G-Squared Youth Advocacy
(MN).
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2:30 PM: Gay-Gifted Resiliency to Deter
Suicidal Ideation or Suicide. Located in
Fiesta 7 and presented by Dr. Paul James
Sedillo, Assistant Professor, New Mexico
Highlands University.
3:45 PM: Creating Supportive
Environments for LGBT Gifted Students
Located in the Exhibit Hall, roundtable
featuring Hope E. Wilson, Associate
Professor, University of North Florida;
Haiden A. Baier, Teacher Candidate,
University of North Florida; Tyler
Toomey, Teacher Candidate, University
of North Florida.

Saturday 11/5/2016
8:00 AM: Insights from Experiences of
Two Gifted Transgender Young People
and their Families. Located in Coronado R
and presented by MaryGrace Stewart,
GT/Enrichment Specialist, Academy Hill
(MA) School.
9:15 AM: Allies in Education: Sparking
Engagement in Gifted GLBTQ Youth.
Located in Coronado E, featuring Teresa
R. Manzella, Director G-Squared Youth
Advocacy.

Manzella, Director, G-Squared Youth
Advocacy; Jonathan Plucker, Julian C.
Stanley Professor of Talent
Development, Johns Hopkins University
(MD); Paul James Sedillo, Assistant
Professor, New Mexico Highlands
University; Hope E. Wilson, Associate
Professor, University of North Florida

Sunday 11/6/2016
9:15 AM: Advocating for Equity in
Gifted Organizations. Located in
Coronado N and presented by Terry
Friedrichs, Friedrichs Education, and
1:15-2:30: NAGC Signature Series (Double leaders of other gifted
underrepresented groups in NAGC
Session): Gifted Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual,
Transgender, and Questioning Students:
The Future Awaits. Located in Coronado
E and presented by Terence P. Friedrichs,
Director: Friedrichs Education; Teresa R.

NAGC GLBTQ NETWORK
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CONTINUED, 2017 NAGC CONFERENCE MEMBERSHIP VOTING
In each GLBTQ-themed session, mention challenges with HB-2 and NAGC, and recommend actions that attendees might
take to rectify challenges: 16%
Advocate for more general sessions speakers and more pull-out sessions on gifted LGBTQ acceptance: 6%
Advertise each NAGC GLBTQ session extensively, with NAGC and North Carolina: 28%
Provide packets on GLBTQ-supportive Charlotte hotels, restaurants, and other places, and have a convention welcoming
center for LGBTQ Allied people: 50%
Educate at the business meetings of other NAGC GLBTQ Networks and of NC attendees on the needs of gifted GLBTQ
youth: 44%

HIGHLIGHTED STORY

On the basis of these results, NAGC GLBTQ’s official response will be that we will encourage our Network members to attend the 2017 NAGC Conference in Charlotte to
educate and enlighten attendees on gifted GLBTQ needs and issues. We will purposefully do so through flyers and an issues education center. We will work in concert
with North Carolina human rights groups and with other willing NAGC networks to advocate for changes in the NC law and for better responses by NAGC to such
challenges now and in the future. We will also work with NAGC toward providing a convention welcoming center and a packet of supportive places to go in Charlotte.
The network will soon ask for volunteers who wish to be part of a Charlotte-response committee for following through on these several actions. We hope that, through our
hard work and your support, we as a network will advance the cause of GLBTQ people and issues, both in North Carolina and within our organization! Please do contact our
network leadership if you wish to undertake an option to educate or enlighten that did not quite make our top three choices or that was not on our list to begin with. While
we in GLBTQ Network have our hands full in carrying out our four endorsed options, we may be able to informally advise on your especially-helpful, workable, alternative
projects or to connect you with others who would like to help in your most-preferred way.
Thanks for your support of this important process and of the constructive changes to come!
Sincerely yours,
Terry Friedrichs, Ph.D., Ed.D.
Chair, NAGC GLBTQ Network
tpfriedrichs@gmail.com

EXTRA HIGHLIGHTED STORY

Thursday, November 3, 2016

The GLBTQ NETWORK is planning a MEMORIAL DAY event to honor those lost at the horrible
massacre in Orlando, those GLBTQ gifted individuals lost to suicide, and those youth whose lives have
been diminished by anti-GLBTQ bullying.
We are planning a memorial table, to honor all of those individuals, located at a prime location at the
NAGC Conference. There will be post-it notes for individuals to write messages to be placed on the
memorial table. If you have any pictures you would like to add to the memorial, please take them to the
conference. Finally, on Thursday night of the conference, there will be a candle-light vigil with music,
speakers, and a moment of silence. Please come out and support this event with your GLBTQ Network!
GLBTQI NETWORK PRESENTS AN EVENT TO HONOR THOSE BRUTALLY MASSACERED IN ORLANDO and
THOSE OTHERS WHO HAVE BEEN MURDERED AND BULLIED!
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Appropriately Serving an Emerging Group:
Educational Practices and Legal Implications for
Gifted GLBT Students

G

ifted gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender (GLBT) youth have been increasingly
mentioned in recent years in gifted education presentations, publications, and position
papers (Friedrichs, 2012; Hutcheson,2012; National Association for Gifted Children
[NAGC], 2001; Treat & Friedrichs, 2013). Yet, due to only recently abating anti-GLBT
bias in schools (Gay Lesbian Straight Educators Network [GLSEN], 2014), gifted GLBT students are
just now emerging in significant numbers, a recent trend that has left their educational traits relatively
unresearched. In turn, because of these students’ “hidden” characteristics, educational
recommendations on gifted GLBT youth seem almost as broadly and hazily written as they were 20
years ago (Friedrichs & Etheridge, 1995; Keener, 2013). With seldom-discussed traits and overlygeneral professional recommendations, many of these students remain unnoticed and inappropriately
programmed for (Keener, 2013). Not surprisingly, with the historically close relationship between
educational progress and legal advancement for many of America’s school-aged minority groups
(Ravitch, 2000; Tyack, 2007), both the educational and the legal understandings of gifted GLBT
Terry Friedrichs
youths’ appropriate treatment are still progressing. This article strives to enhance the knowledge of
teachers, counselors, and administrators about gifted GLBT students’ educational needs. It also provides educators with
recommendations on how to address those characteristics in school most constructively, in light of both legal incentives and
disincentives for taking GLBT supportive actions.
Definitions
Although educators may wish to expand their understanding of gifted GLBT students, current definitions of gay, lesbian,
bisexual, and transgender may preclude a full educational comprehension of these youth, since these definitions focus narrowly
on students’ sexual identities (Sears, 2005). Often, gay students are simply seen as males who are attracted to males. Lesbian
students are described just as young females attracted to other females. Bisexual youth are defined as students attracted to both
genders. And transgender youth are explained as those who are born with the physical attributes of one gender but who come to
identify as a member of the other gender. These limited definitions, unfortunately, obscure important information about gifted
GLBT youths’ intellectual, sexual, emotional, and artistic skills and sensibilities. It is these sometimes highly personal
competencies and sensibilities that are associated with GLBT students’ giftedness (Peterson & Rischar, 2000).
Prevalence
Partly because of gifted GLBT students’ hidden natures, they may not reveal their sexual orientations and related sensibilities to
teachers or even to other youth (Friedrichs, 2005). The theoretical percentage of high-potential GLBT youth, based simply on
the overall sizes of populations considered to be GLBT and gifted, has been estimated at about 2.2% of the general student
population, or approximately 300,000 youth (Cohn, 2002). However, the actual percentages of high-potential GLBT youth—at
least when gifted education researchers ask GLBT students to self-identify as gifted—may be much higher. It may be well that,
when gifted people reach psychologically safer places (such as GLBT youth groups, adult Internet forums, or higher education
settings), these individuals are more likely to announce themselves as sexual minorities.
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Gifted Gay and Bisexual Male Traits and Preferred Educational Approaches
Students who self-identify as both gifted and GLBT evidence a wide range of traits and prefer diverse programming methods.
Clark (2008) noted a spectrum of areas of giftedness seen in gifted youth, prominently including intelligence, academic achievement, and metaphysical, social, physical, and emotional development. Distinctive gifted sexual-minority traits have been found
within each of these areas. In a multiple-phase, 20-year study of gifted GLBT youth, Friedrichs (2007) studied (a) historically
eminent GLBT persons looking back on their teen years, (b) gifted college students reflecting on their high school careers, and
(c) two groups of current high schoolers examining their recent educational experiences. Many of these distinctive characteristics
have also appeared in biographical works by other gifted, sexual-minority, and gifted GLBT researchers, most prominently Tolan (1997), Peterson and Rischar (2000), Cohn, (2002), Treat (2006), and Whittenburg and Treat (2008).
Intellectual Aptitude.
Gifted gay and bisexual (GB) males are interested in acquiring a broad range of knowledge that spans literature, social studies,
humanities, the sciences, and math (Whittenburg & Treat, 2008). Teachers and parents may be aware of only part of these students’ true intellectual range (Friedrichs, 2005). These young men may also seek academic acceleration, so that they can move
away from places that confine their intellectual and social understandings of GLBT and other phenomena, to locations where
they can greater develop their talent and interests (Shilts, 1982). They may also seek out culturally diverse persons, not only for
friendship but also for these persons’ ideas on surviving and thriving in marginalizing environments (Weatherby, 1989).
Academics.
In their scholastic lives, some gifted GB males may demonstrate their spectrum of knowledge through a drive for excellence in
all subjects (Cohn, 2002). A number of these young men seek this excellence as part of a “drive to hide” in their achievement
(Kerr & Cohn, 2001). They may wish to spend their time safely doing their schoolwork, rather than in exploring their sexual orientations. Conversely, others of these young men, especially those who are harassed, may avoid stressful academic challenges,
may miss much school, and may underachieve dramatically (GLSEN, 2014). Gifted and other transgender youth may also miss
much school and underachieve (GLSEN, 2014).
Metaphysical Development.
Gifted GB males, and gifted transgender youth identifying as male, may desire not only objective achievement but also may
want more subjective, more spiritual figures and principles (Feinberg, 1997; Friedrichs & Etheridge, 1995). They often desire
discussion of such persons and ideals but may lack the classroom safety or curricular opportunity to do so openly (Boyd, 1970).
They also may wish to a publicly express their own beliefs (Clark, 2008) and their own thoughtful, moral, and spiritual values
upon which their beliefs are based (Sears, 1991).
Social Growth.
While gifted GB males can be solitary searchers and quiet “hopers,” they may also benefit from own-age peers who share their
intellectually stimulating and GLBT-supportive natures (Friedrichs, 2007). These young men may or may not feel themselves to
be a part of the sometimes-homophobic schools in which they reside (Donaldson, 1988). High-potential GB males may desire
peers in specialized social clubs or in other groups within their schools or communities, as other special gifted populations long
have desired (Colangelo & Zaffran, 1979). By contrast, these young men, as with other gifted males before them, may also need
to spend time away from their peers to process their real places in friendship groups or in society (Hébert & Olenchak, 2004).
Unfortunately, through their solitary self-reflection, some of these gifted youth may draw the label of being “aloof” (Friedrichs,
1997).
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Physical Development.
High-potential GB males often need outlets for both their pent-up energy and their socially related tension (Hébert & Olenchak,
2004). They sometimes hide their stress because of the sexual-minority backgrounds that are foundational to that tension (Treat,
2006). As a result, many of these youth may take part in favorite sports or arts in which they can simultaneously work out their
stress and find understanding allies (Clark, 2008). Sometimes, these boys may feel more at home in individual sports than in biased and highly stressful team athletics (Louganis, 1995).
Emotional Growth.
Whether or not their physical needs are adequately met, gifted GB males may have emotional needs regarding stress management, sexual development, peer collaboration, and parent-child relationships. In stress management, these students may try to
neutralize hidden stress by working on areas of strength (Tomkins, 1980). As they exercise these strengths, they may find their
fears shrink somewhat through mentoring, artistic, and athletic outlets for excellence—outlets that might reside either outside or
inside schools (Hutcheson, 2012). These males may enjoy counseling opportunities to talk in safe places about troublesome or
unusual issues and feelings (Sanborn, 1979). In their sexual development, gifted GB males may emerge their sexual activity either significantly earlier or substantially later than average males (Tolan, 1997).
They may benefit from class discussions of various sexual behaviors and options (Rofes, 1993), although these dialogues may be
discouraged in some schools (Mazza, 2009). In discussions with peers, gifted GB males may also benefit from sensitive, stimulating, encouraged peer collaborations. These collaborations may involve participation in an increasing number of school-based
Gay-Straight Alliances (GSAs, GLSEN, 2014), in school workshops featuring GLBT peers (Jennings, 2003), and in communitybased interactions with sexual-minority role models (Gonsiorek, 1993). In parent-child relationships, as well as in peer collaborations, gifted GB males need to be active. These young men need to search independently for happiness and for supportive careers (NAGC, 2001), since their parents are sometimes not aware that these youth are sexual minorities and thus cannot offer
GLBT-sensitive advice (Sears, 2005). These students may benefit from attaining often hidden information on adult mentors
(Friedrichs, 2005), gay role models (Sears, 1991), independence training (Gibson, 1989), and informational panels on homosexuality (Gonsiorek, 1993). An absence of parental acceptance may require GLBT-sensitive counseling opportunities, which may
be very hard to find in some locations (Jennings, 2003). With limited parental acceptance, these exceptional males may need support from siblings and extended family members (Hébert & Olenchak, 2004), who themselves might require education about homosexuality and bisexuality (Treadway & Yoakam, 1996). Whether or not these males are accepted for their sexual orientation
differences, they require support for their strengths. To keep alive these students’ powerful dreams of better lives (Hunter, 1990),
gifted GB males may benefit from parents’ verbal and financial support of those strengths (Friedrichs, 2007).
Gifted Lesbian and Bisexual Female Traits and Preferred Educational Programming
Not surprisingly, consider the comparisons between gifted females and males as overall groups, high-potential LB females have
characteristics that are somewhat the same and somewhat divergent from high-potential GB males.
Intellectual Development.
Gifted sexual-minority females can be very inquisitive (Whittenburg & Treat, 2008). They have dreams and fantasies that they
wish to be addressed through teaching approaches that nurture intuitiveness and dreams (Rich, 1976). They also must explore
their environments, especially appreciating opportunities to investigate intellectually challenging settings. They enjoy exploring
unorthodox ideas and feel especially stimulated by unusual mentors, new subject matters, and independent studies (Johnson,
1981). They often react to their environments through writing, and appreciate classroom climates in which students can share
experiences and can exchange feelings on social issues, especially those involving GLBT women and racial minorities (Lorde,
1982).
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Achievement.
Intellectually acute gifted GB girls wish to excel academically, desiring accelerated coursework as well as other challenging school
experiences (Whittenburg & Treat, 2008). They appreciate encouragement toward higher level goals and look forward to academic
groupings with similarly achieving peers (Bunch, 1987; Caffrey, 1989).
Metaphysical Characteristics.
Like high-potential GB males, gifted lesbian, bisexual, and transgender females have the need for religious explorations, as well as for
concrete academic achievements (Bunch, 1987; Feinberg, 1997). Unfortunately, those explanations are made difficult because they are
not easily supported in schools (Johnson, 1981). These young women also need to help others through discussions in school activities
outside of school and through community service (Kerr, 2000).
Social Development.
As much as they need to assist others, gifted LB females also need thoughtful periods of separation (Friedrichs & Etheridge, 1995;
McLean, 2001). Gifted lesbian, bisexual, and transgender females have a strong sense of fairness, as they evaluate the feelings and
interpersonal relationships of others (Hutcheson, 2012). They can step outside traditional female roles and strive for high goals, drawing energy from a powerful internal focus of control (Kerr, 2000). As these young women step outside traditional roles, they benefit
from observing strong female models (Piirto, 1998). In short, these young women may wish to fit into existing social frameworks and
still be themselves.

Physical Growth.
Not surprisingly, gifted LB females’ needs for fitting in and simultaneously being upfront leaders can be a stressful combination
(Peterson & Rischar, 2000). Physically, these young women may require outlets for aggression and anger (Friedrichs & Etheridge,
1995; King, 1974). One indirect way to lessen that frustration is through ample, varied, and regularly occurring neighborhood opportunities for desired activities (Griffin, 1994).
Emotional Development.
In addition to their physical needs, higher-potential LB females have several sets of emotional needs for self-image, sexual development, peer relationships, and parent-child interactions. First, they require clear and positive self-images, which teachers and mentors
can encourage through instruction on historical contributions of sexual minorities (Jennings, 1994).
These young women can move forward more easily with a clear sense of self and with strongly independent functioning
(Treat, 2006). The functioning can best be established through training in decision-making (Kerr, 2000). In their sexual development,
LB females will have same-sex attractions in school environments. They benefit from support in curriculum and in teacher comments
(NAGC, 2001). They also need information about sexual orientation and gender identities, especially in printed formats and in peer
discussions (GLSEN, 2014). Also, like gifted GB males, high-potential LB females fundamentally benefit from approval for their sexual orientations—an approval traditionally in short supply in many American environments (Friedrichs & Etheridge, 1995; GLSEN,
2014). In peer relationships, these girls may desire friendships with both boys and girls, a need often misunderstood in school environments where students are generally expected to be friends mostly with one gender or another (Kerr, 2000). In parent-child relationships, gifted lesbian and bisexual females may also wish for more constructive relationships with their parents. Like some gifted
transgender youth (Sedillo, 2013), these girls particularly wish to have the opening to discuss their sexual orientations and to make
their own choices (Peterson & Rischar, 2000).
Legal Incentives
With recent social and legal progress for GLBT adults (DeMitchell & Fossey, 2008), it is not surprising that there are now various federal, state, and school-district legal incentives (as well as lingering disincentives) for schools to address some of the distinctive needs
of gifted sexual-minority male and female students. Generally, the positive incentives exist mostly for addressing those students’ social
and emotional needs—usually the needs for social access and emotional safety. Conversely, there also are some pervasive legal disincentives for meeting these students’ less-widely-known needs in the intellectual, academic, metaphysical, and physical realms.
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Federal Education Law.
Although education is mostly a state function, the federal government can, and occasionally does, involve itself in issues of access for
gifted and other GLBT people. Recently the federal judiciary has struck down a barrier to GLBT service, embodied in the military’s
“Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” policy, and an obstacle to gay marriage, codified in Congress’ Defense of Marriage law (Huffingtonpost.com,
2013). Regarding gifted and other GLBT students, Title IX of federal education law indicates sexual minority youth must be treated
equally in school environments, including on those occasions when educators and students perceive their behavior to be “too masculine” or “too feminine” (Weiner, 2005). These students must not be subject to sex-stereotyping (Price Waterhouse v. Hopkins, 1989) or
to same-sex social harassment (Oncale v. Sundowner, 1998). Title IX law also provides an opportunity for those gifted GLBT students
perceived to be androgynous to truly be themselves (Whittenburg & Treat, 2008).
Federal Court Rulings.
As applied by federal courts, Title IX law has been used to support GLBT students’ rights to social and emotional safety within school
programs and buildings (Weiner, 2005). Federally rooted legal intervention in those programs came about from more than just planning or fiat. It occurred in reaction to long-standing, aggressive, sometimes violent, and still-largely-unaddressed anti-GLBT bias. This
bias historically has been seen in secondary school verbal harassment figures of about 80% of the GLBT population and physical harassment statistics above 40% of that population (GLSEN, 2014; National Gay and Lesbian Task Force, 1987). There have been increasing numbers of federal court rulings demanding that school administrators address harassment decisively when it is brought before them. In Nobozny v. Podlesney for instance, a gay student who had been continually harassed told his principal about the harassment, only to subsequently suffer a near-fatal beating by perpetrators. The student sued using Title IX law, and won substantial damages from the school for its failure to act. A stream of similarly successful lawsuits immediately followed (Henkle v. Gregory, 2001;
Montgomery v. Independent School District 709, 2000; O.H. v. Oakland Unified School District, 2000), setting a litigious, yet GLBTsupportive, trend for the next decade (Weiner, 2005). Recently, a Title IX suit was won on behalf of a group of GLBT students, including four youth who had committed suicide (some of whom were gifted). The students had committed suicide after extended administrative inaction against their bullying (Doe v. A noka-Hennepin School District 11, 2012). The connection between gifted students
and suicide came as no surprise to longtime gifted advocates (Cross, 2014).
State Law.
Like federal education statutes, state education law has involved itself somewhat in programmatic access for GLBT youth. Four states
(Minnesota, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Rhode Island) have long had civil rights laws and administrative regulations that sweepingly restrict harassment and/or discrimination in school (Bedell, 2003). Most often, these GLBT-supportive state education laws, like
Federal Title IX law, focus on student safety. However, unlike Title IX law, new Safe Schools laws in 17 states and the nation’s capital
(Arkansas, California, Colorado, Connecticut, the District of Columbia, Illinois, Iowa, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota,
New Jersey, North Carolina, New York, Rhode Island, Oregon, and Washington) go somewhat beyond mere prescriptions for schools
to remediate past wrongs (GLSEN, 2014). Most Safe Schools legislation mentions specifically what districts can do to enhance GLBT
youth safety, as well as how these systems can fine-tune their after-the-fact measures to redress peers’ anti-GLBT actions (GLSEN,
2014). For instance, these Safe Schools laws typically call for teachers, students, and communities to design specific school programs
to educate students about widely diverse peers’ similarities and differences, and ask for administrators to provide constructive responses to bias against those peers. Safe School laws have opened the door to whole-school curricular efforts to educate on sexual orientation and other key student differences (Dibble & Davnie, 2014). Gifted GLBT students may have the opportunities to both receive help
and take leadership actions in such programs (Friedrichs, 2014).
Education Statues.
Six states and the District of Columbia also prevent anti-GLBT discrimination through their state education department statutes
(Bedell, 2013). Unlike broadly written anti-discrimination laws, which call sweepingly for equal treatment of sexual-minority youth,
these state statutes (in California, Connecticut, DC, Massachusetts, Vermont, Washington, and Wisconsin) appear open to addressing
specific GLBT programmatic-access concerns. In Vermont, for example, local school boards are encouraged to tailor anti-harassment
policies to fit local needs (Bedell, 2003). Such statutory provisions more fully allow GLBT students the right to the same curricular
opportunities as other students, a right that may have been denied in the past by some punitive school officials (Sears, 2005).
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Professional Organizations.
Professional standards often find their way as “best practices” into those state educational laws and statues covering GLBT student safety and
security (Harbeck, 1997). Sexual-minority students have long had the general professional backing of the American Federation of Teachers
(1974) and the National Education Association (1975), in terms of nondiscrimination and anti-bullying sentiment. More recently, within gifted education, the Council for Exceptional Children (CEC, 1995) and NAGC (2001) have criticized anti-GLBT discrimination, and NAGC
has explicitly called for the sensitive treatment of high-potential students. In doing so, NAGC (2001) has gone beyond the mere calling for
emotional and social safety, and encouraged schools to provide intellectual, academic, aesthetic, and career opportunities that are specific to
higher-potential GLBT students. Mostly recently, NAGC has also established a Gifted GLBT Special Interest Group (SIG) to spread information about, and to advocate for, high-potential social-minority students, their teachers, and their parents (NAGC GLBT-SIG, 2011).
School District Regulations.
Hundreds of U.S. school systems entirely prohibit anti-GLBT discrimination within their settings (GLSEN, 2014). These districts tend to
emphasize social and emotional safety criteria (Bedell, 2003). However, some of these district policies hold open the possibility for broader
interpretation, from the emotional and social areas to extended realms, such as curriculum and Gay-Straight Alliances (Bedell, 2003).
Legal Disincentives
In addition to being rooted in lingering biases against sexual-minority people, legal disincentives for serving gifted GLBT youth may be
based in two other elements: (a) these students’ small numbers, and (b) these youths’ hidden rather than fully seen intellectual, academic,
metaphysical, physical, and aesthetic characteristics (Eskridge, 1999). Other legal disincentives can be found in the same sources as the legal
incentives for assisting these students: federal law and court rulings, state laws and education statutes, school district rules, and professional
education standards (Eskridge, 1999).
Small Numbers of Youth.
Because their numbers appear small, gifted GLBT students many not be seen as comprising a significant percentage of the population. It is
easy to overlook the needs of such small-incidence populations, especially if the school community regards these persons as morally suspect.
Yet, gifted (and other) GLBT youth are still seen, even in many smaller, outlying, or conservative communities, and their needs must be addressed (Cohn, 2002; Cramond, 2006; DeMitchell & Fossey, 2008).
Hidden Characteristics.
Even if educators see GLBT students as positive people, they may be uncertain about how high-potential GLBT students are different from
other youth in their cognitive, scholastic, spiritual, aesthetic, and physical traits (Friedrichs, 2012). Further, when these educators do choose
to address gifted sexual-minority students’ characteristics openly, they may sometimes run strongly against the social and legal grain in communities and even in entire states (Cramond, 2006; DeMitchell & Fossey, 2008). For example, from an intellectual standpoint, GLBT youth
may benefit from speaking openly on sexual-minority issues, as unpopular as those traits might be. Similarly, from an academic vantage
point, these students may strongly wish to write papers on controversial GLBT topics. In aesthetics, they may long to produce art that reflects
a sexual-minority sensibility. And, from a metaphysical outlook, they may actively seek, from their education, personal meaning in their lives
(Friedrichs, 2012). Free speech, expressive art, and searches for meaning may certainly help gifted GLBT students along paths of selfunderstanding. Unfortunately, educators who assist youth along these paths, especially through open full classroom instruction and discussions, may be regarded as “trouble-making” employees, under some current federal, state, local, and professional guidelines. In some locations, open instruction and discussions on GLBT topics may quite simply be viewed as “offensive to the public” (Friedrichs, 2012).
Federal Law.
Federal law does not generally deal with education, because education is mainly a state function in organization and funding (Harbeck, 1997).
Thus, it is difficult for the federal government to sweepingly and directly prevent discrimination against gifted (and other) GLBT students
(Wiener, 2005). Through Constitutional mandate or through federal legislation, the federal government has never called for basic equal rights
for sexual-minority adults in voting, public accommodations, housing, or credit, as the government has done with other racial and religious
groups (Bedell, 2003). With this longstanding lack of basic federal legal coverage, gifted GLBT youth must look elsewhere to protect their
intellectual, academic, creative, and physical and metaphysical strengths. (They can draw some solace, however, from the aforementioned
recent federal court extension of Title IX coverage to anti-GLBT harassment, and from the recent establishment of marriage and military service rights.)
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Federal Court Rulings.
Not surprisingly, given federal laws’ lack of emphasis on GLBT (and other) students’ education, federal courts have not often intervened on
specific classroom issues of freedom of speech, curricular integration, and artistic freedom. However, there have been federal rulings about
equal rights to extracurricular education. The Equal Access Act (1984) has repeatedly (DeMitchell & Fossey, 2008) been interpreted in recent
years to indicate that GLBT students have the rights to congregate together in Gay-Straight Alliances and similar clubs, to develop both positive self-images and leadership skills (Boyd County High School Gay Straight Alliance v. Boyd County Board of Education, 2003; Colin v.
Orange Unified School District, 2000; Straight and Gays for Equality v. Osseo Area High School, 2006).
State Laws.
Most states’ education laws do not prohibit GLBT discrimination at all. Further, across 10 states, there are school laws that GLBT issues
should not be “promoted” (GLSEN, 2014). In fact, according to some state education laws, educators who are viewed as promoting homosexuality might be guilty of personal turpitude and might be subject to dismissal (Harbeck, 1997). These laws may strongly discourage normally
courageous gifted educators from trying to make history, science, arts, and other curricula personally applicable to gifted GLBT youth
(Friedrichs, 2012).
Professional Educational Organizations.
A few state laws and some professional organizational statements may be fairly sweeping in their support, as they reach out to protect and
nurture these students’ intellectual, academic, aesthetic, physical, social, and emotional needs. However, organizational positions generally
are not as extensive in their support of intellectual, academic, aesthetic, and physical needs as they are in the backing of social and emotional
needs. Most strikingly, many professional education groups do not advocate for GLBT topics to be included in curricular standards. Without
stimulating and relevant curricula, gifted GLBT students may not do as well in school (NAGC, 2001).
Local Districts.
Although hundreds of local districts do have anti-GLBT harassment policies, most districts do not (GLSEN, 2014). In fact, some of these
districts have rules that explicitly prevent several elements: the discussion of GLBT intellectual and curricular issues, the portrayal of explicitly GLBT art, and the existence of Gay-Straight Alliances (GLSEN, 2014). The absence of sexual-minority discussions, products, and people
make it difficult for gifted GLBT youth to learn who they are and to understand how to get by in life (Friedrichs, 2012).
Recommendations
The following are some general guidelines for courageous teachers who wish to help GLBT youth, in spite of today’s only somewhatsupportive laws and educators affecting these youth:
 Educators may need to come to understand themselves and their past GLBT-related actions before they move decisively forward to help
gifted GLBT students (Friedrichs, 2013; Treat, 2003).
 These educators would be wise to review applicable federal laws, state laws and statutes, professional standards, and school district policies in their areas before they start pro-GLBT in-school efforts (Harbeck, 1997).
 They may wish to discuss with their building principals the unwritten but facilitative traditions that might support GLBT-sensitive efforts
(Pace, 2009).
 In most states, educators may find greater protection for their efforts to emotionally protect GLBT students than for their attempts to address these youths’ intellectual, academic, physical, and metaphysical needs. Educators should know, however, that these “other” areas
are ones in which teacher initiatives actually may be most impactful to some GLBT students’ -- and their schools’ -- futures. These are
the areas in which dynamic educators may best serve as change agents for today’s gifted GLBT youth (Friedman-Nimz, 2001).
Conclusion
Thus, there remains a patchwork of legal support for dedicated educators who wish to act on behalf of gifted GLBT youth, to protect these
students’ social and emotional well-being, and to grow their intellectual, creative, and other gifted abilities. However, there also lays available to these educators a generation of affirmed educational traits and helpful educational approaches that have helped such youth across a
variety of contexts. Although there are still few guarantees for professional colleague support of pro-GLBT educators, there is always the
opportunity to answer the call of gifted GLBT students. There is also the knowledge that, in doing so, responsive educators have America’s
cultural winds at their backs.
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We Are Artists, Out and Proud: My Experiences Attending a Visual and Performing
Arts High School Supportive of LGBTQA Culture (Part II)
By Merzili Villanueva
(Re)Emerging Multidisciplinary Artist • Ph.D. Student, Educational Psychology, Gifted and Talented Education, University of Connecticut
Editor's Note: In the last edition of the NAGC GLBTQ Newsletter, Merzili Villanueva offered her reflection on how New World
School of the Arts (NWSA), her high school alma mater in Miami, FL, nurtured a safe and supportive community for sexualminority, gender-minority, and straight-identified youth. Supportive factors that she discussed included a diverse and tolerant
student body, a nurturing faculty, and stimulating and relevant liberal-arts and specialized-arts curricula. In the next segment of
her article, Merzili explains other elements supportive of the LGBTQ culture at New World, including NWSA’s subcultures, peers,
faculty, and geographical location. She also updates readers on the school’s supportive LGBTQA and Allied community today.

INFLUENCE OF PEERS AND PROFESSORS
I remain in awe of how a diverse group of students from varying races/ethnicities, social classes, religious practices, and political
beliefs in Miami in the late 1990s, were as accepting of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Questioning, and Allied (LGBTQA)
individuals as we were at NWSA. Part nature and part nurture, this openness, I gather, was associated with our identity as artists and with our school community.

Subcultures
From my observation, my peers and I were drawn to the eccentric. That is,
we were comfortable with what mainstream American society might have
regarded as strange—what was, for the most part, socially accepted but
not the norm. By default, students belonged to their respective arts programs’ community, which constituted a subculture in and of itself. The
Dance Division had its own culture, as did the Theatre and the other Arts
Divisions. As is evident in our broader American society, cultural enclaves
also existed within our school’s greater arts community, with that community’s social norms—preferences in style of dress, in music created and
listened to, in music danced to socially or integrated into a performance,
and in manner of expressing emotions. The enclaves marked one as a
Flashback to flower power hippie fashion. Still image from the
musical, Hair. (Forman; Butler, & Persky, 1979).
hippy, raver, goth, punk, grunge, emo, skater, rockabilly, ska, alternative,
hip-hop, ghetto, or what-have-you. Of course, there were students whose
subculture and identities were more fluid, given their affinity for diverse styles of fashion and genres of music and social dance,
and they preferred not to pigeonhole themselves into a scene. “Multi-subcultural,” they floated between groups. These observations support some hopefully helpful generalizations about these subcultures (Petridis, 2014). We were all, however, Artists, and
regardless of the subculture with whom we affiliated, our shared affiliation was with the Arts community.
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Groovy chicks in mod fashion. Life magazine cover, 1966. (Zimmerman, 1966).

I’m going to riff on subcultures for a bit, particularly the fashion and music generally
associated with subcultures, to explain how a sense of belonging was developed in
ways that transcend affiliation by demographics—factors such as gender, race, ethnicity, religious beliefs, and socio-economic status. Yet, despite our belonging to
these subcultures, our love for the Arts was the foundation of our friendships and was
what bound us together throughout our years in high school. My following descriptions
of fashion and music preferences among members of particular subcultures are very
general and brief (and, I hope, accurate and complete, as well). Their generality and
brevity may elicit another conversation about stereotypes and overgeneralizations. However, I present them here to further explain how these subcultures contributed to an air of eccentricity within our school community and to an overall diversity
among the NWSA student population. May the descriptions of fashion and music preferences also serve as insight into how developing tolerance for different subcultures,
and for students within these subcultures, was akin to our tolerance of LGBTQA culture.
What’s in a subculture?

For the mod, punk, and hippie, vintage and retro wear might have included fashion, several fashion elements associated with
the 60s and 70s: tight pants, fitted polyester button-down blouses, velvet blazers, and scarves; leather, string, and metal jewelry
with stones; and hair cuts in the style of the era, from pixie to very long for both genders. Affection for folk music and everything
Beatles might have been perceived as queer or sissy at another high school in the late 1990s, especially for the males. Ravers
of both genders might have worn clothing, accessories, or makeup with rainbow colors. (Wearing or having items with rainbow
colors as a teenager in the late 90s might have been perceived as a symbol of gay pride; in the 70s, this was probably not the
case.) And, it wasn’t a rarity for teenage boys to wear eyeliner, glitter, or “candy jewelry” (multi-colored bracelets and necklaces
made from plastic beads). Throw in the multi-colored, glow-in-the-dark bracelets,
necklaces, and glow sticks, and the overall outfit must have screamed GAY to outsiders. Raves in the late 1990s and early 2000s involved distinctive electronic music,
raving (dancing to the electronic music), dance floor lights, and oftentimes, making out
and/or massaging between and among genders. Consumption of alcohol and drugs at
these up-until-dawn events were common. (Perhaps parties at Studio 54 were similar,
but, of course, with different fashion attire and music.) Goths of both genders were
most notably identified by their dress in all-black clothing, leather bracelet cuffs, chokers, and thick silver chain-style necklaces. Atheism and Wicca, and many occult practices, were often associated with Goth culture. Gothic architecture, graveyards, and
candles come to mind, along with images from the films Labyrinth (Rattray & Henson,
1986), Beetlejuice (Wilson, Bender, & Hashimoto, & Burton, 1988) and The Crow
Ravers at a rave in raver fashion.
(Most, Pressman, & Proyas, 1994). Music generally linked to Goth culture included punk,
(Tullberg, 2014).
metal, industrial, and alternative.
When I was in high school, emo had evolved into a subculture, which included a genre of music, style of dress, and manner in
which behavior was expressed. Emo, referring to emotional, denoted a personality type
of individuals who were over-emotional in a melancholy, brooding manner. Hardcore
punks could have been included in this subculture, with both emo and punks preferring
emo, punk, and “screamo” music (a subgenre of emo music). For dress, tight pants and
t-shirts, silver-studded belts and jewelry, mohawks and shaved hair styles, and combat
boots were “in” for males. Females might have opted for similar clothing, accessories,
and hair, and for plaid mini-skirts and fishnet tights. A punk’s style of dress was similar
to that of an emo’s, but might have been marked by the silver spikes and dog collar necklaces. (It wasn’t unusual for a Goth or emo kid to be seen at a rave; there were
many cross-overs with regard to fashion styles and to musical tastes within these subcultures. We can also make comparisons to Goths’ style of dress, and create Venn diagrams
for the various fashion styles of this era’s many subcultures.
Goths decked out in Goth fashion (n.d.).
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However, for purposes of this narrative, I am only providing brief examples of fashion generally associated with a select few subcultures.)
Punk shows could have resulted in accidental bloody noses or bruised eyes from moshing or crowd-surfing in the pit. And it wasn’t
uncommon for a girl to have caused the injury. As described, there was an androgyny among males and females who identified with these
subcultures, an identification that wasn’t quite how the metrosexual male
was portrayed in the media at that historical juncture (late 1990s). (The
term, metrosexual, is, for the most part, relevant to American society. A
metrosexual could be described as a male who does not identify as gay, but
who nonetheless has style-related preferences that are considered femme,
preferences which women might typically
prefer, such as meticulous grooming.)
However, these males and females
embodied both feminine and masculine
Emo teenagers in Mexico styled in qualities. Androgyny was evident in
students' style of dress, and perhaps in
their behavior and movements during social dances or at live concerts or
A punk’s fashion sensibility
nightclubs. It’s evident that subcultures were a significant factor in shaping
(2013).
Chillien’ in hip-hop fashion
NWSA’S LGBTQA culture. in part, these groups provided students with a
greater sense of belonging within the school community, beyond belonging just as a youth at NWSA, and beyond belonging simply as a
student in their respective Arts Divisions. What role, if any, did students’ giftedness, talent, and creativity play in their pull toward their
subcultures of affiliation? And how did embracing countercultures and subcultures influence NWSA students’ tolerance and their social
skills for interacting with LGBTQA individuals? I wonder.
Nurturing Peers
Before attending New World, students who had not attended the school had reported that students were “weird” and “artsy.” And when I
myself started at the school, it was evident that students were indeed “weird” and “artsy,” like me. It seems that, since its inception, NWSA
had had a caring LGBTQA community. During my years at the school, tolerance for people of diverse backgrounds, beliefs, values, and
preferences was an attribute of the school community's members; it was almost as if the students would be expected to possess this
quality innately or to develop it in joining the community. This musing invites additional questions with regard to environmental influence
on personal qualities: Are students tolerant of LGBTQA individuals before attending NWSA? To what degree does NWSA develop students’
tolerance of LGBTQA individuals? How do peers influence each other’s tolerance and each other’s ways of demonstrating acceptance of
LGBTQA culture? Peers played a significant role in developing a culture of caring for the LGBTQA community at NWSA, as did our
professors, counselors, administrators, families, and friends who attended NWSA's affiliated college and other high schools. As
adolescents, we were beginning, or in the midst, of asking deep questions about who we were, about how we related to the world, about
how we would portray and express ourselves, and about what we were going to be doing with our
lives. In our investigations of Self and Other, it was a natural inclination to look to peers for validation
and praise in order to feel a sense of belonging. Like other high schools, NWSA had cliques. These
groups were formed on the basis of shared affiliation, such as race, primary language, subculture,
interest in arts, and artistic activities. They were also formed on the basis of dominant
temperaments, such as extroversion and introversion. Whether for self-preservation or other
reasons, however, choices to subdivide into groups didn’t affect our school community’s stability.
Groups were generally inclusive and rather flexible, with students belonging to multiple groups. A
student could, for example, have a close-knit group of friends in the theater program at her or his
grade level, and could also belong to a multi-grade social circle that attended raves, or ska and punk
concerts. Despite students’ choices to congregate into social groups, we enjoyed a certain cohesion
New World Class of ’99 dance mates
cemented by our shared love for the arts and by our admiration for one another’s talents. From this
common core of the arts, we were able to accept our peers’ differences—inherent and chosen—and to develop close bonds (some of them
lasting).
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Most students at NWSA would have identified as belonging to an underrepresented population. As a school community, we represented a
multitude of races, ethnicities, socioeconomic strata, religious beliefs, gender identities, and sexual preferences. Many of my peers had
parents who were immigrants or who were themselves first-generation United States citizens. Our shared attribute as artistically gifted and
talented adolescents diversified us clearly from the social norm. Through our diversity and sameness at once, we understood what it was
like to be outsiders—the feeling as if one did not belong or completely belong. Through this experience, we could empathize with others
who belonged to marginalized populations, such as LGBTQ youth. This isn’t to say there wasn’t any teasing between non-LGBTQA and
LGBTQA students. Although the teasing might have been done in a light-hearted manner, and the teasers may not have intended the teasing to be as hurtful, the person being teased may have experienced the teasing as bullying.
Non-LGBTQ peers.
Nearly all non-LGBTQ individuals, allies, including, demonstrated tolerance and respect for the LGBTQ community at NWSA, most notably
through personal communications (e.g., smiles, hugs, verbal greetings, good luck wishes and congratulations on performances, and ongoing
friendships). Some highly-sensitive, non-LGBTQ males exhibited both masculine and feminine traits, and as a result, they might have been
considered metrosexual. Some males and females in my class had same-sex sexual encounters, but they might not have identified as
LGBTQ. I'm unsure if they would have considered themselves “bi-curious,” or if they were just having fun in the moment. These sexual explorations among friends weren’t uncommon at NWSA, but they might have resulted in feelings of shame in a heterosexual-dominant society. As young artists living, learning, and working in a psychologically and physically safe-arts community, we were able to engage in certain
behaviors and acts that might have been denounced at other schools . Non-LGBTQ students, like all of the NWSA community, were generally accepting and loving. Intimate embraces and exchanges of affectionate comments among all students was part of the culture, regardless
of their gender or sexual orientation. Dressing in drag or in an androgynous style was common at New World, but the incidence might have
increased during Senior Prank Week—a week when students in the senior class sent anonymous messages to their “secret pal,” which required a specified act to obtain a clues as to who their secret pal was. Costumes and makeup for both genders were obvious choices for
obtaining next clues, making it the perfect time to dress our boyfriends in girls' and women’s clothing, makeup, and accessories. I’m not
sure where my classmates found a costume for Princess Jasmine (the lead female character in Disney’s movie cartoon classic, Aladdin), one
that happened to fit one of our tall male friends. But they did. I have a photo of him on his knees, on a “magic carpet,” singing A Whole New
World, the theme song from the movie. He was in the musical theater department and was a fabulous singer, and the Princess Jasmine costume took the performance to another level. Another male peer was asked to dress in a fitted women’s skirt, hat, and heels. It was interesting that the cross-dressing wasn’t mocked in any way that denounced our LGBTQ peers. Would non-LGBTQ adolescent males at another
school have been open to the task? Or would they have feared being ridiculed or bullied by intolerant peers? Perhaps many males would
be concerned with the latter, but not at New World. Granted, our school wasn’t a utopia, but students of both genders were fortunate that
they could eliminate the anxiety of bullying because of being LGBTQ, being perceived to be LGBTQ, or being an ally to the LGBTQ community and advocating for their rights.
LGBTQ peers.
Students who were LGBTQ had their own subculture. However, it didn’t seem as identifiable or cohesive as the subcultural groups I had
previously discussed. Perhaps some identified as belonging to other subcultures, while others did not. Some were explicit in making it
known that they were LGBTQ by symbolically exhibiting their pride through their fashion choices or speech, or in the ways in which they
walked, sat, or made gestures with their body. Some wore pride colors, designating symbols of advocacy and of public notification about
being LGBTQ. (Some allies did this to advocate for their friends and for LGBTQ rights.) For others, it was obvious, from the makeup and high
heels that they wore, and from the drag shows they performed in. And, for still others, their orientations or identities weren't so obvious
until they told you they were LGBTQ. Some students who were gay acted as if they were gay, if there is such thing as “acting gay” (e.g.,
sounding, walking, and dressing gay). As I learned from the documentary, Do I Sound Gay? (Josue & McNiff & Josue, 2015), the issue of
sounding gay does exist among gay men. The film examines the topic in an engaging, scientific, and ethical manner; it illuminates a unique
challenge that gay men encounter in societies in which the majority of men are heterosexual.
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Two Hispanic males in the dance program from my graduating class were out as gay. Both were flamboyantly gay in the ways that they
talked, walked, and sometimes dressed. One opted to wear eyeliner on a daily basis, and performed in drag shows at nightclubs. For other
students, it wasn’t evident that they were LGBTQ. A few students were out as lesbian, and some others self-identified as bisexual or bicurious. One of my girlfriends, who was either bisexual or questioning, spoke openly about her crush on a television actress (though, I am
unsure if this was a “girl crush” of one girl having deep admiration for another girl, or if she thought of the actress in a romantic manner).
This girlfriend went to prom with a non-LBQ girlfriend of mine who attended another high school. She had dated one of my schoolmates,
and we shared a few NWSA friends and affiliated with some of the same subcultures. One girl wore a dress, while the other wore a tux.
No one thought that this occasion was strange or teased either of the girls about their outing. This occurrence seemed, actually, to be
celebrated and to be perceived as cool.

One of my peers, an academic year my senior, shared his account of being gay at NWSA:
The thing about being gay in an environment that might act hostile towards your sexuality is that you are always editing yourself.
Am I talking too much with my hands? Am I using too many facial expressions? Are my clothes too fitted? You start secondguessing every insignificant gesture you make, analyzing every mundane word you speak. Revealing my homosexuality to my
parents as a teenager would have meant them taking me to a psychologist and being possibly kicked out of the house. However,
when I made it into New World School of the Arts High School, I was met with a community of young artistic teenagers and
teachers in which acceptance was key. Kids from all walks of life played Brahms in orchestra, danced in pieces choreographed by
Martha Graham, or acted in plays written by Henry Miller. We were all pushing our boundaries and discovering who we were. No
bullying; no violence. The artistic community has, for the most part, been more tolerant of those labeled as different or strange.
My best friend those years was a Jewish heterosexual boy in the Dance Division, and I was a Cuban-Ecuadorian gay violinist in the
Music Division. We were completely honest and respectful with each other. I made friends with people whom I admire and love
to this day. Sixteen years later some are singing opera all over Europe, some are lawyers, and some teach painting, but we all
share that same discipline and tolerance that the arts gave us.

Another peer, also one academic year my senior, offered her perspective of being out at NWSA:
I had to audition three times before I was accepted at New World. And honestly, I wanted to go as much for the academic and
social environment as for the arts. When I arrived as a junior in high school, it was such a relief to be in an environment that felt
safe and nurturing, with both teachers and fellow students who really wanted to be there. The school I had attended previously
(a big public school with a top reputation) had drained me; many of the teachers were clearly burned out, and the students were
alienated. One of my worst memories from that time is listening to students who were preparing for a debate on gay marriage
say that Key West should be bombed, and watching teacher say nothing in response.
In my senior year of high school, I dated another girl. At the time, I wasn’t sure how I identified. (I now identify as queer, and to
the best of my knowledge, the person whom I dated now identifies as trans and queer.) We walked around holding hands, and
both teachers and friends knew we were together. I can recall only a single time when a student muttered a slur under his breath
when either my name or the name of my then-girlfriend was called during roll. But what I remember much more is that we felt
safe going to prom together, that our English curriculum included homoerotic poetry, that we were invited to baby-sit together
for our teachers’ kids, and that two straight girls—with whom we were friends but were not especially close—serenaded us with
They Say that Breaking Up Is Hard to Do when we had a crying fight in the girls’ bathroom.
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It is evident that NWSA High School provided these two gay and queer individuals with a nurturing school community. Since there were
several more LGBTQ students at NWSA High School during the years I attended, I wonder what other LGBTQ peers would choose to discuss
about NWSA:
Several GBTQ men at New World have made an impression on me over the years, in the various ways in which positive impressions can
sometimes be made on people: charm, humor, talent, sense of fashion, ridiculously good looks, intelligence, empathy, kindness. Most have
been acquaintances, not surpassing the levels of hugs and cheek-to-cheek kisses upon greeting or retreating, of thoughtful comments
about one’s performance or style of dress, and of shared laughs about a witty remark. One friendship evolved further, to a dynamic of
having mutual emotional concern and caring for each other. He was my classmate’s brother (and, by default, part of the NWSA
community), and was also an artist. Since he attended another high school, we mostly saw each other on the weekends and at nightclubs.
He had friends who were LGBTQ, and so, when we hung out, they would sometimes be in the mix of the gathering crowd. We went to prom
together and took some road trips together in college. I cared for him and other friends who were out as LGBTQ in high school (or who
would later come out as LGBTQ). My developing friendship with him, which included our genuine caring and concern for own socialemotional needs and well-being, sensitized me to the critical issues surrounding this special population.
Dedicated and Nurturing Faculty
Given NWSA’s prestige and its reputation for excellence in academics and the arts, teaching positions were coveted. Prospective teachers,
counselors, administrators, and other school faculty interacting with and nurturing New World’s artistically gifted and talented teens were
likely to know about this special population’s cognition and affect (Peterson, 2003; Piirto, 2007; Silverman, 1993). It was essential for faculty
to have specialized knowledge, skills, and character traits to effectively teach, nurture, and interact with NWSA students. Those who chose
to work at NWSA were certainly aware of this need, and they were prepared—in educational, teaching, and life experience—to nurture
students’ holistic development. Tolerance and respect, as previously discussed, were virtues that all Fightin’ Pigeons had, and it seemed as
if these qualities might have been prerequisites for working at the school. Diversity existed in many forms, including sexual orientation, and
so it was essential for faculty to be dedicated to educating and nurturing students who were artistically gifted and talented and who also
identified as LGBTQ. As a learning community with a visible, out-and-proud, as well as a coming-out, population of LGBTQ teens, it was
important for school stakeholders—students, teachers, and counselors alike—to assume roles of advocacy (Friedrichs, 1997; Piirto, 1998;
Treat, 2006). Teaching, counseling, or any other interactive adult role with students at NWSA required acceptance and respect for others’
differences; however, acceptance and respect was considered the baseline for staff. The roles of teachers and counselors transcended their
titled roles to those of mentor, confidant, life coach, and sometimes, surrogate family member. It might have been their duty to serve in a
more comprehensive capacity, but I’m inclined to say that they genuinely cared. While I was a student, a few arts professors were out as
LGB. (There were no out transgender professors at the time.) They were inspirational and served as role models for all students. For
students who were LGBTQ, though, these educators must have had a special influence on their positive identity development.
Attending NWSA provided experiences that allowed me to become educated about, and sensitive to, the unique issues affecting LGBTQ
students and to the people who interacted with them. All students were required to attend one group counseling session per month, but
counselors were always on call; if needed, students could meet with them one-on-one outside of scheduled group sessions. The school had
an LGBTQ support group for a few years, and I wonder how the students who received these services would recount their sexual-minority
experiences at NWSA. Academic and arts teachers and administration were approachable and readily available to converse and to provide
emotional support.
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Some LGBTQ students developed special relationships, which continue today, with teachers and counselors. Knowing that one could confide in faculty was vital to creating a close-knit (LGBTQA -and-Allied) community. And this sense of psychological and emotional safety and
belongingness, I perceive, was a significant factor in positively shaping LGBTQA students’ identities as LGBTQA individuals and artists.
Optimal performance was revered at NWSA. It was an expectation for students to be motivated and dedicated to developing their arts
practice. Academic performance was also lauded and encouraged, and, among some students, was considered cool. Some teachers referred to us as “artsy fartsies” and “burger flippers,” in a teasing and caring manner. In this tease, they were implying that we weren’t of
the academic kind and didn’t care much for developing our intelligence in the scholarly sense. If we didn’t make it in the art world, they
indicated, we’d be flipping burgers at a fast-food joint or working in a profession that didn’t require academic smarts. Perhaps. So, it was
important to acquire an academic skill set that would save us from falling into such circumstances. It would be interesting to know how
NWSA’s academic and arts teachers positively influenced LGBTQ students’ academic excellence, their academic performance, motivation,
and critical thinking, and their potential and ambition to become social change makers.
INFLUENCE OF GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION ON SCHOOL’S LGBTQA CULTURE
It’s important to note how geography influenced the acceptance of sexual-orientation diversity and LGBTQA culture at New World. Coined
“The Gateway to the Americas," Miami has long been home to immigrants from many cultures. Richness in
culture has certainly contributed to the diversity of its citizens’ cultural perspectives, and this diversity
seems to extend to acceptance of diverse sexual orientations. South Beach is a 15-to-20-minute drive from
school, and was a favored refuge, during both day and night, for some
NWSA students. South Beach has, over the years, been very welcoming to the LGBTQA community. Pride is always present, and LGBTQA
public displays of affection are common. Drag queens and obviouslyout people can be seen during the day, but its nightlife summons a
crowd that flies its LGBTQA flags high, with ostensible pride. There are
Drag-a-licious drag queens on
South Beach (2010).
many nightclubs and venues that draw LGBTQA individuals, and individuals who are sexually expressive. Club Madonna, owned by the
Queen of Pop herself, is one such venue. Madonna has been a strong advocate for the LGBTQA community with her sensual and sometimes-androgynous aesthetic and her living of her motto, “Express
yourself. Don’t repress yourself.” She has also engaged in several collaborations with the Versace
Miami Beach Gay Pride Festival
fashion label, which has been affiliated with the South Beach LGBTQ community. (Gianni Versace,
Parade (2014).
founder of the Versace fashion label, was gay. His home in Miami, the Versace Mansion, resides on
South Beach.)
A few additional thoughts should be included about the immigrant population at New World and about the school culture at large, regarding public displays of affection. Handshakes were not the common greeting among Fightin’ Pigeon peers, professors, and “family” (such as
friends of friends, and friends of family), even during a first encounter. A combined hug, with a cheek-to-cheek and kiss sound, was a preferred greeting. Among close peers, a lengthy embrace was the norm. The combined cheek-to-cheek and kiss sound on both cheeks is another common greeting in Miami. However, the single cheek-to-cheek greeting is more common. Miami’s culturally diverse citizenry has
influenced these greetings, as several foreign cultures greet in this manner. In my mother’s homeland of Colombia, for example, the typical
greeting is the single cheek-to-cheek and kiss sound. Physical and emotional closeness is woven into the fabric of the culture. Emotional
expressiveness was (and perhaps, still is) a shared attribute among NWSA students. Although I am unable to say with full certainty, their
artistic giftedness and daily engagement with the arts were significant factors in further developing these qualities.
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Students who were immigrants might have experienced a dual-process of assimilation,integrating into both the culture at NWSA and in the
United States. In finding their places in their new city and country of residence, they and their families might have retained the cultures of
their home countries by choice (for reasons of comfort and/or preservation of their primary cultures) or by necessity (because their primary
cultures strongly influenced their worldview at the time). For these reasons, NWSA students who were recent immigrants might have
chosen to style themselves according to the current fashion trends of their home countries. For some, their physical appearances might
have appeared gay or questioning. While seemingly tangential in an analysis of how NWSA nurtured a supportive LGBTQA culture, my
perception of how the recent immigrant student population is worth discussing in this narrative, given the importance of tolerance for all
NWSA students. Demonstrating tolerance for racially and ethnically diverse students was similar to that of demonstrating tolerance for
LGBTQ students in the regard that both populations are historically underrepresented in the United States. Nurturing both student
populations contributed to a psychologically, emotionally, and physically safe culture for LGBTQA students.
NEW WORLD’S LGBTQA COMMUNITY TODAY
NWSA’s alumni association makes a concerted effort to keep the school community close,
maintaining communication by e-mail, priority mail, and social networking sites. Meetings occur
in real time and real space. For those who are unable to meet, however, social networking has
been an effective way of keeping informed about alumni’s personal lives and professional
endeavors. To date, it seems Facebook has been the preferred networking site among alumni.
Alumni and professors who are LGBTQ show that they are out by identifying their interests in
gender orientation and by posting photos with their romantic partners. Some who are LGBTQ
have married or are engaged to partners of the same sex, while some LGBTQ and non-LGBTQ
alumni remain uncoupled and maintain androgynous identities to express their masculine/
feminine selves, or to advocate for the LGBTQ community.
Cast of the touring production of the
musical, Kinky Boots, in Chicago at the
I estimate that, from my graduating class and the prior class combined, at least ten percent of the
Cadillac Palace Theatre (Murphy, 2015).
student population has at one time identified as LGBTQ; that statistic actually might be higher.
These students have studied and have worked in diverse fields, including the arts, and have dated and married same-sex or heterosexual
partners. Advocacy and out-and-proud expressions occur among LGBTQ and non-LGBTQ alumni, as observed through social media and
personal encounters. They share photographs of their participation in pride parades and other pride-focused events, and of their LGBTQ life
partners, arts associates, and friends. Some LGBTQ alumni produce art that portrays LGBTQ
individuals and addresses issues relevant to the LGBTQ community. A musical theater alumnus has
performed in the Broadway musical, Kinky Boots (Roth & Luftig, & Mitchell, 2013), whose storyline
and cast of characters center on drag and on the freedom of sexually-diverse gender expression.
Tarell Alvin McCraney, a peer in my graduating class, deserves a special mention for his LGBTQfocused artistic productions. He has become an internationally-renowned dramatist through his
written and theatrically-staged works, which feature characters who are drag queens and gay men.
His production accomplishments featuring LGBTQ characters include Wig Out! (2009), Choir Boy
(2014), and the Romeo & Juliet Outside the Box Series (2015). The preview performance of Choir
Boy in Miami (2015) served as a benefit event for three organizations: Southern Poverty Law Center,
Still from production of McCraney’s
Teaching Tolerance, and Safe Schools South Florida. The last organization’s mission focuses on
(2009) play, WIG OUT! (Rosegg,
2008).
creating safe schools for LGBTQ youth. The event was coordinated by his NWSA high school
counselor and his counselor’s wife, whom he now considers his godparents. (He has had multiple
nominations in OUT magazine’s list of 100 most eligible gay bachelors, and he is a devoted activist for the black and LGBTQ populations,
among other historically marginalized populations.)
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During my years at NWSA (1995-1999), there were several students who were out as LGBTQ, and others who would later identify as such.
And the school’s climate of sexual-minority acceptance has remained constant, with perhaps even more out students these days. NWSA
was, and most likely still is, a safe and supportive school community in which students can be their LGBTQA selves.
It’s my belief that NWSA will continue to be a community welcoming of LGBTQA individuals, and that the school will play a significant role
in nurturing healthy identities of artistically-gifted LGBTQA adolescents. Simultaneously, I believe that, given the tolerant nature of NWSA’s
students, professors, and other school stakeholders, the school will continue nurturing the personal attributes necessary for students to
become effective LGBTQA leaders and activists. In learning, working, and aging among artistically gifted, talented, and creative peers who
are LGBTQA, New World students have the potential to develop the knowledge and emotional skills needed for respectful interaction, and
for developing friendships with LGBTQA individuals of all ages. Thus, it is more likely that NWSA alumni will become global citizens who
might teach tolerance of LGBTQA individuals through example, and who will eventually assume leadership and other active roles
advocating for the LGBTQA community.

FIN
In present American society, tolerance is an essential but minimal characteristic that citizens should possess and actively exercise to
promote social progress. Marriage equality in the United States was approved by the Supreme Court in 2015. Yet the struggle for LGBTQ
individuals' equal protection under the law, regarding issues such as employment, healthcare, and housing rights, continues. Controversial
issues common to the LGBTQA community coexist with issues also frequently encountered by other historically marginalized populations in
the U.S.—women, blacks, Hispanics, recent immigrants, and those living in poverty, to name a few. Prejudice and discrimination toward
LGBTQA individuals and the greater LGBTQA community will undoubtedly persist. In an effort to counter malicious actions intentionally
done against them, communities on small and large scales must work resolutely and judiciously to keep LGBTQA individuals psychologically,
emotionally, and physically safe. Creating nurturing and tolerant school communities is one such way.
I was fortunate to be a part of a school community that embraced LGBTQA culture. It has been disheartening to see the continuing
tragedies reported in the media involving LGBTQ individuals, many of them youth. From physical and verbal assault, to suicide and murder,
LGBTQ youth are at-risk for incomplete social and emotional development and diminished life
expectancy because of their gender identities and sexual-minority preferences. It takes
continuous nurturance, whether from one person or multiple communities, to raise a selfactualized LGBTQ individual. School communities have a significant role in maintaining LGBTQ
students’ well-being, given these youths’ total time at school from pre-Kindergarten onward.
(Of course, media, the home, geographic residence, and other influences, have equally
important roles.) At NWSA, we had a strong, comprehensive support system, which would
have been weakened without all its members. Academics would have been weakened
without all its members. Academic and arts teachers, peers, families, and all with whom we
interacted, had a role to play in developing a psychologically, emotionally, and physically safe,
Love is love: LGBTQA activist protesting for
and an optimally functioning, LGBTQA community. It was through immersion in this caring
marriage equality (Roberts, 2015).
and cultured school environment that I became aware of, and sensitized to, the unique needs
and issues of LGBTQA individuals, including those who are artistically gifted and talented .
From my observations of the NWSA community, and from first-hand experience, I learned how to effectively advocate for and care for this
marginalized population. It is my hope that readers of this narrative will reflect on how their own schooling experiences have contributed to
their development of tolerance, and to other personal characteristics needed for providing effective social and emotional support for gifted
and talented LGBTQA individuals. Likewise, I hope readers reflect on how different communities have contributed to their respective
gender identities and gender expressions as LGBTQA or non-LGBTQA individuals. To create a better future, it will be essential for
individuals and different communities to actively engage in mindful advocacy and other intelligent work for LGBTQA individuals and the
greater LGBTQA community.
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This peace is dedicated to New World School of the Arts, my artistically gifted and talented LGBTQA family and friends,
the artistically gifted and talented LGBTQA community at large, and All—past, present, and future.
In spirit. In hindsight. With insight. With foresight. In healing. For progress. With love.
Author’s Note: A heartfelt thank you to Terry Friedrichs, Mara Green, John Paul Pacino, and others, for their assistance and encouragement in preparing this article for e-publication.
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